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URING THE LAST FEW YEARS micro computers
have
become
powerful
and inexpensive,
enough
so
that every technical person has access to significant
computer power on his or her desk. These machines
have
changed the way many facets of business and research
are conducted
because users can easily interact with the
computer.
Spreadsheets
are a common
example
of how a relatively simple computer
program has enhanced
personal
productivity
by allowing users to easily harness the available computer
power. Spreadsheet
programs
allow the
user to develop a model and ask many “what-if”
questions, thus gaining a better understanding
of the system
being modeled.
High-level
languages and spreadsheets
do not make the most efficient use of the machine’s computational
power, but their speed and ease of use make
them valuable to users.
Recently, it has become possible to combine a powerful mathematical
program with a word processor and thus
create interactive scientific documents.
(See, for example,
an electronic
notebook
I wrote describing
a cochlear
model developed
by R. F. Lyon [Sl881.) An interactive
document
includes text and a computer
model so that it
is easier for readers to understand
the material.
These
documents can be read like a normal technical paper, but
since the document
includes
computer
models
the
reader can ask it questions.
In this way, the material is
learned much quicker.
I believe that interactive
documents will eventually
change publishing
as much as
Gutenberg
did in 1456. This paper will describe the important features of an interactive
document
and why it
helps make research and learning more efficient.
This article is illustrated
using a program called Mathematica. Mathematics
exemplifies
many of the desirable
characteristics
of a system for research in signal processing. Such a system is a powerful tool for research and development
and an effective
teaching
tool. Not only is
Mathematics
an example of a tool for symbolic
mathematics, but it includes elements of hypermedia,
interactive modeling,
and literate
programming
to make it a
powerful aid for learning.
This article is not a review of a software product. That
function
has been ably covered
by many articles [e.g.
Ma88, Ba881. Instead, I hold Mathematics
up to illustrate
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many useful features and as a framework
to describe additional functionality.
This article will first review tools for
signal processing.
It will then describe the desirable features of a tool for signal processing.
Some of the needs
are met by Mathematics
and other software while other
needs are not. This article is illustrated
with two figures
that show Mathematics
in use. The first example shows
features of Mathematics.
The second example
shows
how Mathematics
can be used for signal processing
research.

CONVENTIONAL

TOOLS FOR SIGNAL PROCESSING

There are essentially
four types of systems for doing
signal processing on a computer:
conventional
programming languages augmented
with special libraries, entire
programming
environments
for signal processing,
programs to solve specialized
signal processing
problems,
and symbolic math programs.
The main purpose of this
paper is to discuss the use of symbolic math packages for
signal processing. To provide some context, I will first review the use of the other tools.
The first computers
were programmed
in machine language to solve ballistics problems. Since then programmers
have used Fortran and other languages to do their signal
processing.
These languages were enhanced
with subroutine libraries to make it easier to share code.
The two best known libraries for signal processing
are
IMSL Ilm801 and the IEEE Signal Processing Library [Ie791.
These libraries include code to perform many common signal processing
operations
in a user’s program. The user
must still do a lot of programming,
but most of the hard
numerical work is handled by these subroutine
libraries.
Much research has gone into these algorithms
and they
represent a significant
step in the use of structured
programming
techniques.
The routines
in these libraries,
especially
IMSL, are highly optimized
and their numerical stability
is well documented.
Most of the work required to use these libraries
consists of reading in the
data and putting it in the proper form for the appropriate
subroutine.
These subroutine
libraries eventually
led to complete
programming
environments
for signal processing.
SRL
(the Signal Representation
Language) [Ko851 and SPLICE
0740-7467/90/0400-0008$1.00@
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Figure 1. Language Specializ8tion.
Higher level languages are more specialited and allow the user to specify the problem solution more succinctly.

[My861 are examples
of such specialized
programming
environments
for signal processing.
These systems are
built on top of the Lisp programming
language, and use
object oriented techniques
to make it easy for researchers
to easily extend the environment.
Systems such as SRL and SPLICE are very powerful,
but
their non-standard
programming
methodology
(objectoriented Lisp) requires much effort to learn. In a sense,
these tools are programmer
friendly but not necessarily
user friendly. This has limited their success.
As the number of people wanting to solve signal processing problems
has grown, the need for systems that
do not need any programming
has also increased. These
environments
include a large number of signal processing algorithms that can be applied in a cookbook
fashion
to solve a problem.
Figure 1 shows the relationship
between machine languages, high-level
languages and specialized signal processing environments
or a spreadsheet
program. When you choose a higher level tool the language becomes more specialized.
This language specialization makes it easier to express certain algorithms.
A
drawback of such specialization
is that concepts that do
not fit within the tool’s model are much harder to program.
Matlab is a good example of a specialized
signal processing environment
IMa891. Matlab includes
a large
number of routines for linear algebra and signal processing. These routines can be used interactively
or combined
by the user into new functions.
Matlab also includes functions to import data and to plot the results so that’for
many problems no programming
is necessary.
Another
example
is National
Instrument’s
LabView
software [Na891. LabView is designed to make it easy to
talk to instruments
on a IEEE GPIB bus and includes features to allow data to be imported from an external instrument into the LabView environment.
Once in the LabView
environment,
the user can use a graphical programming
environment
to perform additional processing on the data.
Other tools have been designed to deal with specific
signal processing problems.
For example, there are tools
for speech analysis, all sorts of filter design and even
VLSI layout for signal processing
algorithms.
The price
you pay for this power is the limited
domain.
For example, it would be difficult to design a filter using one of
the filter design programs and then use the results in one
of the speech analysis boxes.

Another
direction
is provided
by the symbolic
math
tools. These tools can be used to perform numerical calculations
similar to those done by the tools described
above, but their real power is in manipulating
the algebraic expressions
that describe the system’s behavior. A
description
of Mathematics,
one such symbolic
math
package, is the subject of Section 4.
Conventional
tools are good at numerical
math. These
tools might be used to calculate the eigenvalues
of a matrix or to design a filter with a specified
passband. The
software might be supplied as a subroutine
library that is
used with a conventional
language or as a complete environment with a customized language and graphical output.
There are many problems where numerical answers do
not provide much insight into the solution.
Numerically
integrating
an equation
to discover
that the maximum
transmission
rate of a channel is 29 kbits/second
is useful, but an answer in terms of the bandwidth
of the system
and the antenna gain provides
more insight. Symbolic
math software such as Mathematics
allows the user to
perform algebraic
manipulations,
do symbolic
calculus,
and find the solutions to equations.
In addition, symbolic
math packages include numerical
routines to deal with
problems
that can’t be done symbolically.
This makes
symbolic
math packages a superset
of numerical
software, but often this generality
makes strictly numerical
calculations
slower.’
INTERACTIVE

DOCUMENTS

Communicating
the results of our work is an important
part of research.
While developing
the solution
to a
problem, it is often useful to share your results with colleagues. Later, when the results are polished, the report
will be copied and more widely distributed.
An important
characteristic
of an interactive
system for signal processing is that the work can be developed
and documented
in the same system. Results can be discovered
and easily
presented
to colleagues.
If changes are necessary, they
can be made quickly without having to transfer the results
between a symbolic math system and a word processor.
An interactive
system is the most effective
means to
teach and disseminate
signal processing
results. Much is
learned from passive documents,
like books, but the
learning process is more effective when the reader can
ask questions.
The interactive
nature of a well designed document will
include several features. It will be an example of hypermedia. The user will be able to explore the document,
study the sections that are new and dig deeper into those
that are at first not understood.
It will be easy to refer to
other parts of the document
where references
are first
explained.
In addition,
computer
models will allow the
reader to ask questions
and more easily integrate
the

‘On the other hand, a symbolic package can evaluate a definite integral by first performing
symbolic
integration
and then substituting
the numerical
limits. This might be faster than numerically
evaluating the integrand
and summing
the results.
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new material with what is already known. Finally, a description of an algorithm must be explained
in such a way
that is easy for both a reader and a computer
to understand. This is known as Literate Programming,
or the creation of a document
that is both a well written program
and a well written paper.
The features of an interactive
signal processing
document as described above will be discussed in the remainder of this section. But, these features are only part of a
complete system. A symbolic math tool is just one component of the ideal system. A researcher
will also need
drawing programs to create graphics to explain the work
and spelling
checkers.
These other components
of a
computer system are vital but are not discussed here.

facility includes information
about any function
defined
in the paper, this is a very simple form of hypermedia.
A
user can select any function
name in the paper, select
help, and read a short description
of the function. When
more information
is needed about a function the system
can take the reader to the point in the paper where the
function is first defined.
Finally, an electronic
document will be easily modified.
Users can rearrange the report to make the presentation
more natural for their background.
In addition,
users can
add their own material. Since there does not have to be
any difference
in appearance
between
the original text
and the “margin”
notes, the document
becomes personalized for the reader.

Hypermedia

Interactive

At one time information
was passed from generation
to
generation
via the story teller. This was inherently
an interactive process, but it also limited the speed that information could be conveyed. By the middle ages publishing
was well established.
This increased
the rate at which
information
could be disseminated,
but it lost its interactive nature. During the last IO years much effort has been
expended
to create interactive
learning
environments,
and the results have been mixed. Perhaps the biggest impediment
to their success has been their goal to create
an all encompassing
environment.
This has brought with
it the need for specialized
and expensive
computer
systems, which are only available to a small number of users.
Most papers and books are designed to be read in a linear fashion. (Dictionaries
and encyclopedias
are examples of work that are meant to be accessed randomly.) The
order of presentation
is determined
by the author, and
the reader is expected to make the best of it. Some browsing is possible, but the paper media makes this inconvenient. The reader is a passive part of the learning process.
Hypermedia
is often described
as a solution
to this
problem [Ca881. Using a computer, the reader can browse
through a document and then quickly move to other parts
based on what is read. Thus if a reader encounters
a new
concept,
it might be accompanied
by a button on the
screen that will display more detailed information.
In this
way, the reader can fashion his or her own path through
the material.
An interactive
or electronic
mathematical
paper is a
limited form of hypermedia.
A paper is organized as a hierarchical document.
Text, equations,
output, and graphs
are grouped
into sections,
and the entire paper organized into a hierarchy. Most papers have a tree-like structure, but the electronic version of a paper’s most detailed
sections can be hidden from the user so as to make the
presentation
easier to follow. These hidden sections can
be easily opened by the user and can be used to hide details of the presentation,
attempts that did not work, or
test codes that isn’t strictly necessary for the presentation.
A system for creating
and reading interactive
signal
processing documents
will include a help facility to make
it easier to understand the user’s problem.
Since the help

An interactive
signal processing document
extends the
hypermedia
concept by making each result an equation
or computer model that the user can interact with. Since
the system includes a computation
engine, readers can
change the model and see the effect. The results are
shown graphically.
By controlling
the parameters
of the
model or system, the user can gain a better understanding of how it works.
An interactive
system for signal processing
is a useful
research tool, but such a system can also be valuable to a
reader trying to understand
the results. A good instructor
of piece of writing should guide the student to the same
conclusions that were reached by the research. Hopefully,
the learning process will be more efficient than the original research, but the same tools are useful in both cases.
An interactive
signal processing
document
contains
equations and computer
models that the reader can manipulate.
In some cases, the reader will be content to
change the parameters
of a model and see how the results change.
Other readers might want to study the
model from a different angle. Perhaps due to a different
educational
background
the reader will want to analyze
the system response in the time domain instead of a frequency domain approach more natural to the original author. With a symbolic
math package readers can apply
the appropriate
transformation
and study the result in
their preferred domain.
Users should be able to interact with a signal processing docment
in two ways. A mathematical
model can be
modified to extend it into the reader’s own domain. For
example,
an interactive
signal processing
document
I
wrote to describe Lyon’s cochlear model includes an elementary model of the outer and middle ears. A reader
who is studying the outer or middle ears might want to
substitute a more complete model of these organs to see
the effect on the cochlear firing rate.
Direct manipulation
is an important
aid to learning. In
many systems, the behavior is controlled
by a numerical
parameter. A paper describing
such a system will probably include an equation describing
the system’s behavior
as a function of this parameter.
But the user would have a
much better feel for the behavior of the system if there
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Models

Filter Order

The combination
of an interactive
computer
model and
literate programming
is a very powerful tool for learning.
Before a reader can intelligently
change a model, the description
must be read and understood.
Expecting
the
reader to understand
the program from just the embedded comments is not very practical. Instead a literate program should
include
graphics,
examples
and even
interactive controls. All of these techniques
will help the
reader to better understand
the results.

ABOUT MATHEMATICA

Filter Order
8
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Figure 2. Animated Figures. Two samples are shown of
a praposed scheme for allowing the reader to control a
figure in an interactive
signal processing document. As
t;he reader uses a mouse to change the position of the
slider, the order of the bandpass filter is changed and a
new response curve is calculated.
was a knob (or slider) that could be manipulated
with a
mouse and would immediately
vary the system’s output.
A simple example of this behavior in an interactive
signal
processing document
is shown in Figure 2.
Literate Programming
Documenting
a computer
model or a signal processing
algorithm
is a useful way to transfer knowledge
about a
new result. Conventionally,
this has been done using a
simplified
form of a language like Algol or Fortran. It is
difficult within the constraints
of these languages to eloquently express the ideas that went into the model.
An alternate style of expressing
an algorithm
is known
as Literate Programming.
Peter J. Denning
in his introduction to Christopher
J. Van Wyk’s column on Literate
Programming
says [De871 :
4 literate program contains not only the needed statements in a programming
language,
but also a precise
problem
statement,
a summary of tradeoffs between
the running time and space, or between running time
and programming
time, and suggestions
on how to
modify the program.
Program code segments
are inserted in the text at points logical to the intellect development of the algorithm. A literate program pays careful
attention
to lucidity
of presentation
and presen~ts all
arguments needed to understand
why the program will
actually work as intended.

Mathematics
is an example of a system for creating interactive scientific documents
[Wo88]. It is first and foremost a program for doing mathematics
on a computer.
The program allows a user to pose symbolic and numerical mathematics
questions.
Thus a user can symbolically
integrate an equation and then find its numerical solution
over any domain. Mathematics
includes a programming
language to allow more complicated
models to be described and graphical functions to allow the user to more
easily visualize
the results. When mathematical
definitions, graphics, and words are all combined,
the resulting
document is called a notebook.
Mathematics
is available
for most of the popular scientific and personal computers, but the notebook
feature is only currently
available
on the Apple Macintosh and the NeXT Machine.
Like its predecessors
(Macsyma, SMP, Maple, Reduce,
etc.), Mathematics
includes many facilities for doing symbolic mathematics
and numerical
calculations.
The fact
that these systems can easily work with polynomial
equations makes them useful for filter design work. For example, the resulting filter can be analyzed for its behavior
at DC. This section will talk about some of the features of
Mathematics
and how it can be used to create an interactive signal processing document.
The Mathematics
system is divided into two halves. The
user interacts with a front end while a back end kernel
provides
the computational
engine.
The front end is
unique for each type of machine,
defines the behavior
due to typed commands
and mouse actions, and provides an interface to the host’s window system. The back
end is relatively
machine independent
and does all the
calculations.
One useful feature of Mathematics
is that the (front
end) user interface and the (back end) kernel do not have
to be on the same machine. Thus a user can interact with
a relatively
inexpensive
graphics machine on the desktop, while a more powerful
shared back end machine
does all the calculations.
The communications
between
the front end and the back ends can be carried out over a
serial line or a network connection.
Depending
on the host machine the user interacts with
Mathematics
in one of two basic modes. On some machines all interaction
is carried out in a line oriented
“-TTY” style. The user types a command to the system and
Mathematics
replies with text and possibly some graphics. On other machines,
for example the Apple MacinAPRIL
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MntlJernaticn

Introduction

This notebook
is a short introduction
to the
features of Mnthcmrrticrr.
III the two notebooks
accompanying
this article
the Mntlrenrcrticct
input is shown in n bold
face Courier
font
and the Matlrerjruticcr
output is shown in il
font.
See [Wolfran~88]
for
n02-maI c011rier
Inore examples.
Except for the two column
output, what you see here is exactly
the way
Mothcnrcrticcr shows output on the screen.

Nutuericl\l
Mathettrrrticct

Calculations

can be used like a calculator
to do
Here is The nun~crical
numerical
arithtnctic.
vatuc of Pi calculated
to SO decimal
places.
N[Pi,JO]
3.14159%6535897932384626433932795028841\
9716939937Sl

16x5

+

639x2

i-

J,oij[l
- xj
._-_._. ...- --....-

-f

(1

+

x)

(2

Solve(216
((x
[x

35o*x”3
16*x”5
->
-l),
--> -31,

104x4

3-

to find

the

x6

t
t

c

x)

t

594*x

(3
t

t
(x
ix

.__---._- -__- ---G

Now Ict’s diffcrcntiate
this
get the original
expression.
Simplify[D[-(3"(1/2)*ArcTan[(l
2*x)

result

+

/3”(1/2)

Log[l
Log[l

J) /3

- x1/3 t
t x t x"2]/6,x]J

104*x”4
x*6]
+

-t

x)

639*x*2

104*xA4
x”6==O,x]
->
-2),
->
-31,

t

1

t
(x
tx

-

x3

We can also find the series
expression.
Series[Exp[x]Cos[4x],{x,O,6)]

t

x)3(4

t

1

t

+

x

-

15 x2
- ----

.-

4 7 %3
. . . . .- - _. .t

2

->
->

-41,
-3))

expansion

tosh, the front end allows the user to create what is
called a notebook.
A Mathematics
notebook
is much like
a scientist’s
notebook
since it can contain
data and
thoughts about work in progress. But, Mathematics
notebooks are unique because in addition they contain computer models and even animations.
The ability to create a
live mathematical
notebook
is probably
the feature that
most distinguishes
Mathematics
from other systems.
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Here is a graph showing
the behavior
of this
function
as x varies between -5 and 0.
Pl.ot[(xtl)(xt2)(xt3)*3(xt4),
(x,-5,0)1;

12

and see if WC

X

We can then factor this equation
original
expression.
Factor[PlC
t 594*x
t 639*x"2
35o*x”3
16*xA5

-

I,oq ( 1 4 x i- x2]

)

3

350x3

)
(31

3

algebraic
expressions
is easy for
Here are sonic examples.
First
we multiply
out the tern-is of an expression.
Expandf(xtl)(xt2)(xt3)"3(x+4)]
t-

2x

-------I

-_-__-_____-__-____--------

Manipulation

594x

ArcTan!

[3)

of x/(1-~“3).

Sqrt

Manipulating

-t

can easily find the integral
<<Integral.TabJ.es.m;
Intagrate[x/(l-x”3),x]
l!

Mathetnuticu.

216

Calculus
Mrrtfret~roticct knows a lot about calculus.
After
reading
in Mntitcntoticrr’s
integration
rules we

._ (Sqr:t

Or Maflretmticcr can be used to numerically
integrate
an expression
which can’t be
integrated
symbolically.
NXntegrate(Sin[Sin[x]],(x,O,l.O)]
0.4306061031206906045

Polynomial

I

Cuntzinusd on next pqe

Notebooks
contain text, equations and graphics. When
a problem is first proposed,
the notebook
will reflect the
steps actually used to carry out the calculation.
It might
contain false starts and notes understood
only by the author. As the theory and calculations
are refined, the notebook becomes more polished.
Eventually, the notebook
is cleaned up and the necessary text written so it can be
distributed
to colleagues.
The finished
notebook
will

Solving
Equations
Mc~lheuinticrr can be used to solve simultaneous

Now

equations.

cosine

Solve
(ix

IlC1.C is. a simple

CXiilIII)fC.

x+y===2), Ix,y)l

[ { x^3+y^3==1,
6 - Sqrt
->
I.--------

[ -Gj
---,

y

-t 2 sq II c ( - 6 ]
_...._ - _......___... I,
1%
12 .- 2 Sqrt[-61
.._ - _...._ -- _.._ - -_.._ 1,

->

showing
Ihere

your
the

are

show

110 solutions

for

to

the

cosine

fi\CtOl’

Note
in

the

thal

rcsutt

niuttipyirlg

is

Ihe

sine.
Fit[data,(l,Sinfx/25],Cos[x/25]),x]
x
-

0.499471

0.0565294

Cosl--1

+

is

a plot

equations.

Note,

real

of

values

Sitil--1
25

0.9444936

x and

(l-x"3)^(1/3),2-x),(x,-2,2)1

Plot((

frequency.
the

Programming

Y.

to a constant term (to get
variable)
antI a sine and

appropriate

multiplying

coniparcd

you the

llcrc

two

the

MII~OIII

x

calculations.

previous

of

the

25

‘I’hc results are coml)lex.
Graphics
Mu~/I~~~~c~~~c~Ican graphically
of
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term

small

12

6
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lets fit the &ta
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12
..--

->

6
6 -I. s q r t. [ -- 6 j
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->

{x

the

by ISxample

be nddctl to Mathe~~rnric~ to
spccializc
it for yotlr own problem
ttomain.
Here
is an altcrnatc
dcfinitiori
Of filCtOriii1.
first rules dcfiries
the stop coritlition.
‘I’hc
to SOtVC
sccontl rule is the biISiC recursion
problem.
Fact[O]
-1 1
Rules

can

'I'llC

the

:= x Fact[x-1]

Fact[x-]
Fact[C]
'I 2 0
I’-,,

of defining
rules for
..lg logarithms
in Mnrhet?lcrlictr.
t log[b)
b-1 := log[a]

;L. 0’1 CXiiKiplC

“....J”..J
log[a-

Data

Mnrhenw/ircr/
of

your

set

by

log[x

Analysis
can

be
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xldi~~g

anti 1)
data

usett

to

Let’s

~~a~xiorn

analyse

the

noise

(uniform

IO il sine WIIVC.
= Tabla[N(Sin[i/25]

resutts

a snnIt>tc

CKiltC

Now

data

belwccn

log

0

m

50

: -j o$f.“. 9 so
., .P’:
:‘#

-1

Yg. 3

WC can

l

.*

s
. ..’

l

9. .*-.
l *
. .-

tell

l’
:=

y"2
-t

n

log[x]

z]
~loq[y]

-f

log[zj

logIx/Yl
logfxj
- loq[yl
Notebooks
hi\vC bCCn writfcn,

* \* .
.
.

loy(*

Ix-hn-l

loy[xj

ListPlot[data];

z]

1

log[x
+

Random[J],{i,200)];

-0.5

y”2

log[x]

compute

ti

.
.

the

Laptacc

for cxiIml)lc,

‘I’I~i~I~SfO~IIl

Of

to

a symbotlic

cxprcssion.

2oc

s

.*

Continued

contain explanatory
text, symbolic
and numerical
models, and graphs and animations to explain the system and
its solution.
Figures 3 and 4 of this article and PI881 are
examples of notebooks
in their polished form.
A notebook showing some of the capabilities
of Mathematica is shown in Figure 3. Mathematics
can be used as
a calculator,
even with arbitrary
precision,
but its real

power comes from the symbolic functions.
Equations can
be integrated and differentiated,
and algebraic manipulations can be done to put the result into a simpler form.
The results can be plotted to help understand
how the
system works. A second, more complete
example showing the use of Mathematics
in a signal processing application is shown in Figure 4.
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design.

This

notebook

is

fully

opts-:()]

functional.

It

some Matlremnticcr
notation,
but
readers
who
are not Muthematiccc users should
have no problem understanding
the notebook by
just reading the text. See [WoIframX8] for an
explanation
of the special notation used by
Mcrtltcmcrfictr. Thanks to Ray DcCarlo at Purdue
University
for providing
the original
motivation to write this notebook.

function
for displaying
the
frequency response of a filter as a function of
radian frequency (omega or radians per second,
rps).

tlwn

how

to

into

transform

the

a band-pass

original

filter.

FreqReeponseRadfans

[filter--,

maxw-,

opts-:

low-pass

filters
per

with

second

a corner

(rps).

frequency

this

of

I

Section

1 - Continuous
Filter
Functions
Continuous
time filters are described using
polynomials
of complex frequency, s. A
filter’s response function is evaluated along the
imaginary axis by making the substitution
s->1
2 Pi f (or j 2 Pi f in conventional
EE
notation.)
eValUiIte

The
the

frequency

Additional

following

complex
(in

functions
response

cycles

functions

per

cornputc

are
of

used

a filter

to

for

of

tfle

complex

frequency,

frequency

function

cesponse

of

s"2/
FreqResponseRadians[.l97
* 1.31 + s)
((0.09
- 1.3x + s)(O.O9
(.12-1.81
+ s) (.12+1.8X
+ .9)),4];

Response

CfB
-2
-4
-6

AdjustGain

filter

It 2 Pi

f];'

so

that

function
it

has

unity

filter.

plot starts at 0.01~12 to avoid any problems
with filters that have a zero at DC.)
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any

a

desired

:=

I-Jigfler
orrfer
filters
coultl
be designed with
Mofhmrrlica
using
either
rational
polynomials
or lists of poles and zeros. Rational
polynomials
would certainly be nicer since all
intermediate
results would look like filters.
Unfortunately,
we sometimes need to talk about

the
(The

individual

poles

and

zeros,

for

example

doing partial fractions expansions.
This
difficult
if the filter is described as a

Fig. 4

14

at

frequency.

;

is used to display

is used to modify
gain

AdjustGain[filter-,f-]
filter/FilterGain[filter,f]

a continuous

) ,

Note, for each of these functions, there is a
third optional argument which allows
additional options to be set. We use this
feature to pass special parameters to the Plot
The frequency response of a fourth
function.
is shown below.
order filter

‘lk

s.

AspectRatio->Automatic]
The following

“dB”

RPS”,

PlotLabel->"Response",

-10

and phase response of the filter.
The expression filter
can be RII arbitrary
FilterGain[filter~,f~]
:=
ReplaceAll[filter,
s ->
FilterMag[filter-,f-]
:=
Abs[FilterGain[filter,f]]
FilterPhase[filter-,f-]
:=
Arg[FilterGain[filter,f]]
FilterDb[filter-,f-]
:=
20 Log[lO,FilterMag[filter,f]]
PlotPoles[pl~]
:=
ListPlot(Map[{Re[#],Im(#l)&,pl],

I ;

(w, .Ol,maxw},

-8

gain,

magnitude,
function

w/P/Pi]
P.lot[response,
AxesLabel->{”

il

second).
the

:=

[ {response},

optsll;

1 of

3 shows how to
transform these generic low-pass filters into
band-pass filters with arbitrary
passbands.
radian

{)I

response=N[FilterDb(filter,

low-pass

Section

example defines a number of functions used to
work with filter polynomials.
Section 2
describes the techniques to design Chebychcv

real

a similar

are

poles

“dB”),

optsll;

W c cI e f.IIW

Block

a number techniques for designing
higher order filters.
This notebook will show
how to design a Chebychev low-pass filter, and

:=

Block[{reeponseJ,
response
nN[PilterDb(filter,fI];
Plot[response,
{E, .Ol,maxf),
AxesLabel->{
I’ HZ”,
PlotLabel->“Response”,

includes

There

maxf-,

FreqResponse[filter_,

Signal
Processing
Example
This notebook is an example of using
Mathemctticn to describe
continuous
filter

Continued

when
is

on next pag

polynomiaf.
If a filter is clescribctf by its
poles, zeros and gain, we can always regenerate
the pofynomial.
A list of f)olynomial roots arc turned into a
polynomiaf in s using this Mnrhemuticrr
expression.
Polynomial.FromRoota[xoots_l
If[Length(roote]

ChebychevPoly
[0]
= 1
ChebychevPoly
[ .I J = B
ChebychevPoly
(n-1
:=
ChebychevPoly
[n ] =
Simplify[Z
s ChebychevPoly[n-l]
- ChebychevPoly
[n-2]
]
ChebychevPoly
[ 6J

:=
-=

0,

1,
First

[Apply[Times,
Map[{s-#)&,roots]]J]
PolynomialFromRoots
[ (4,2,1)
(-4
t s)
(-2
t s)
(-1
t s)

]

-1

In this notebook we use a list to keef) track of
the zeros, poles, and gain of a filter.
Functions
that transform filters will take as input a list
of three
items
and return
a similar
structure.
We abbreviate the name of this structure to just
GZP (Gain, Zeros and Poles.) The following
function is then used to take one of these lists
and
transform
it into
a filter
in the s-domain.
Note that we have used the pattern matching
facilities
of Matlremctficcr to pick out the three
efements of the input list.
FilterFxomGZP

[ (gain-,
zeros-,
poles-}]
:=
* PolynomialFromRoots(zeros]/
PolynomfalFromRoots

gain

FilterFromGZP[{2.4,

[polea]

(-12.

i-

s)

(-10.

2 - Chcbychev
The

the
of

t

s)

//N

s)

(-1.

t

(-7.

5)

-I- s)

Polynomials

simplest

higher-order

Dulterworth

nntl

a Butterworth

filters

to

the Chebychcv.

low-pass

filler

&sign

arrayed

that the filter’s response is smooth through
most of its passband. As the frequency
approaches the corner frequency the gain
quickly

falls

off.

In

some

cases

arc

The poles

are

so

*

this

because the gain
between DC and the corner frequency is nearly
flat.

characteristic

For

is

a given

au

advantage

stopband

or

transition

18

s2

-.

48

s4

t

32

s6

Chebychev

In-,
e-1
:=
Table[Sin[Pi/2(1+2k)/n]
Sinh
[ArcSinh
[ l/e]
/n]
I
Cos [Pi/2
(lt2k)
/n]
Cosh[ArcSinh[l/e]/n],

t

~k,n,2n-1)1
The ChebychevPoles
function
returns the
location of the poles of a n -th order low-pass
Chebychcv filter with a cutoff frequency of 1
per

sccontl

(rsp)

and

it llli~Xil~~Ul\l

passband error of amax
dR. It simply calls the
Chebychev
function descibecf above,
converting the passband error in tlB into real
gain.

(4,2,l},
t

-t

The poles of these polynomials are given by the
following
expression.
This expression is a
function of the desired ortfer (n) antf the
maximum error (e) in tfle passband.

radian

{12,10,7ffl
2.4
(-4.
t s)
(-2,
_l-_l---_______--_____________I_I

The Shebychev polynomials
arc described by a
recursive relationship.
A technique known as
dynamic programming is used to remember
lower order Chebychcv polynomials
so that they
do not need to be rccafculatcd each time they
arc used.

ChebychevPoles[n-,
Chebychev[n,Sqrt
ChebychevPoles[6,2]//N
{-0.0459732
-0.128333
-0.175306
-0.175306
+
-0.128333
-t
-0.0463’13
t

amax-]
:=
[lO”(amax/10)
0.981705
0:?18658
0.263047
0.263047
0:?18658
0.981705

-I]]

I,
I,
I,
3,
I,
1)

As can be seen from the yole plot below, the
roots of a Chebychev polynomial fall on an
ellipse.
This plot shows the roots as the
maximum

error

in

the

pnssband

is

varied

from

IO-”
(the ones that look most like a circle)
a passband error of I dB (the rightmost arc).
PlotPoles

[Flatten

[Map [N [
ChebychevPoles[l6,#]]&,
{lo”-lO,lO”-4,

to

.l,l}]]];

band

smatler
be
designed
using
the Chcbychev
f>ofynomials.
do not
have
a flat
response
Chebychev fitters
in the passband but, as in Lutterworth
filters,
specification,
variatiorl

the

passbaud

filters

in

gain

error

with

in

rhc

can

a much

passband

can

bc

arbitrarily

made

small.
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Response

1.5

-

2 RPS

- 2,.
..
..
*.
*

- 4,.
- 6,

0.5~

- 8,

. .
. .
-o:oO’..

-IO-

4 - 0’..2 .

filt=FilterFromGZP[ChebychevLp[Q,l]];
Plot[FilterPhase[filt,
r/(2
Pi)],
Ir,0,2),
AxesLabel->{"
RPS",
“Radians”},
PlotLabel->"Phase
Response”];

. *
9

-0.5

Radians

..
..
,.
.- I!?

1-H

The next function computes a Chebychev lowpass filter and returns a list with the gain,
ZCl‘OS

ii11d

pOIeS.

Note,

II ChCbyCIlCV

Block[(poles,gain),
poles
= ChebychevPoles[n,
amax]//N;
gain
= FilterGain[
PolynomialFromRoots(poles],
l/ (2 Pi) l//N;
gain
= 10A(-amax/20)
* gain;
Return[(gain,
0,
polesIll
plot

bClOW

SllOWS

the

IIliigI~illJtl~

;llld

’

ph;iSC

response of an eighth-order
Chcbychcv lowpass filter with a passband error of 1 dR.
FreqResponseRadians[
FilterFromGZP[ChebychevLp[8,1]],
2,PlotRange->(-lO,O]];

\

I
\

I

\

IOW-paSS

filter has only poles so lhc list of ZCI’OS is
empty. The resulting GZP list can bc passctl to
the filler transforn~ routines to reillize othcl
types of filters (band-pass, band.-reject and
high-pass).
In this filter design function the.
gain at the corner frequency (I radian per
SCCOtld)
is atljuslcd SO lhllt it has ii loss of
a 111i1 X . As will be seen in the plots to follow.
this will set the nlaxiniuni
gain of the filter (at
the peaks in the passband) to 0 (113.
ChebychevLp
[ n-, amax-]
:==

'I'llC

II

Phase Response

Chebychev fillers can IlilVC 311 arbitrarily
srnlIli
error in the passband but this does not conle
for free. ‘I’hc plot below shows the gain al twice
the COI’IlCI’ frequency i\S a function of pilSSbiitltl
CI‘TOI’.
In each cast an ciglith-ortlcr
Chebychcv
low-pass filter was designed. Note, if niorc
~1’1’01’ in the passbantl CJJII 1~~tolcratetl
lh~n it
much sharper cutoff can be rcalizctl.
Plot[FilterDb[
FilterFromGZP[ChabychevLp[8,e]J,

l/Pi],
{e,.01,3),
AxesLabel->("Passband
"Gain
at Prps
(de)")];

Gain at 2rps (dB)
-601
-6
-7
-7
-8

-------

Error",

Sassband

Fig. 4
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Error

ConMued

Icilters
3 - B:indpass
Section 2 showed how to design a generic
ChcbycheV
lOW..pilSS
filter.
'I'llest! low-pass
filters can then be transformed into low-pass,
high..pass, band-pass, and band-reject
filters
with arbitrary cutoff freyuencics.
This section
will show how to transform it iow-pass filter
into a band-pass filter.
We use the gain, zero,
poie structure to keep track of the filter
parameters.
A low-pass filter is transfornled
into a baudpass by specifying the location of the two
corner frequencies.
We make this transform by
substituting
the following
expression for s into
the nomalized
low-pass filter.
(SA2 ;- wC’.2)
s :. __----- ----(B ‘s)
In
these expressions W is the difference
(in
radians) betweet the two edges of the passband
and w0 is the geometric mean of the freqcncies
at the edges of the passband. The function
RpTrs~lsform
is used to transform a single
root of the iiorinalizcd
filter into two new roots
due to the substitution
above. (The extra root
at zero is ignored for now.)
BpTransform[roots-,wO-,B-]

:=

N[

Flatten[

Map[fB

LpToBp[(gain-,
zoroa-,
poles-},
fp2-]
:=
fPl_,
Block[(wO,
B, RootDiff,
ExcessPoles,
ExcessZaxos)
,
wo = 2 Pi Sqxt[fpl
fp21;
B = 2 Pi (fp2 - fpl);
RootDiff
= Langth[zeros]
Length[poles];
If[RootDiff
> 0,
ExcessZeros
= RootDiff;

ExcessPoles

= 0,

ExcessPoles
= -RootDiff;
ExcessZeros
= 01;
(gain/B*RootDiff,
Join[BpTransform[zeros,wO,B],
Table[O,(ExcessPoles)]],
Join[BpTransform[poles,wO,B],
Table[O,(ExcessZeros)]])]

This transform is’applied
to a third order lowpass filter to detcmine
a sixth order bandpass filter with a passband bctwccn 1 and
2kHz and a maximum passband error of MB.
LpToBp[ChebychevLp[3,3],1000,2000]//N
(.-6.08732
10*-O - 1.25825
101'1,
(-326.13
t 6478.28
(O.,
o.,
0.1,
-612.013
-938.143
-938.143

-326.13
-612.013

- 12157.1
-1. 8836.1
8836.1

-

s

I,

I,
I,
I,

G478.28
I,
t 1215'1.1
II)

The frequency response of this sixth
band-pass is shown below.
FreqResponse [

order

FilterFromGZP[
LpToBpt
ChebychevLp[3,3],1000,2000]],
4000];

# / 2 +

Sqrt[B^2#^2-4wO'2]/2,
B#/2Sqrt[BA2#"24wOA2]/2}&,
roots]]]

Response

CR3

BpTransform[ButterworthPolas[3],
2Pi

2Pi
(--i104.8-6450.39
-.3141.53+8311.87
-?104.8~6450.39

Sqrt [ 1000 2000],
lOOO]
1, -2036.79t?1891.8
I, -3141. 59-8311.87
-2036.79-11891.8
I,

-1

I,
I,

I)

The function I,p’I’oHp transfornls each of the’
poles and zeros in the original low-pass filter
according to the BpTransfortn
function.
In
addition, each zero in the Original lOW-l)i~SS
fiitcr contributes a pole at zero, and, likewise,
the original poles contribute a zero at DC. The
difference between the number of poics and
zeros tells us the number of additional roots at
zero to add, and, in addition, extra fi\CtOrS of 11
to add to the gain.

-2
-3
-4

-5
-6
-7

Fig. 4
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One of the more useful features of a system like Mathematica is that it can be extended.
Rules can be added or
programs written to specialize
the behavior
of the program. In Mathematics,
rules are defined using a pattern
matching language much like Prolog. On the left hand
side of a rule the underscore
character ( - ) indicates a
wildcard position where any quantity can be substituted.
Furthermore,
the underscore
character can be appended
to a variable name to make a named wildcard
variable.
The pattern matching capability
built into Mathematics
is
very powerful. The simple expression
fooLa-, b-, c- I
matches the function
foo called with three arguments.
The expression on the right hand side of the rule will be
used with the appropriate
substitutions
whenever
the
variables a, b and c are used. A more complicated
expression like
factorialtnInteger]
matches any time the factorial function is called with an
integer argument.
The matching expression
can include
arbitrary Mathematics
notation. For example,
diffta- + b-l
can be used to pick apart a sum and define a new differentiation rule.
Mathematics
includes
elements
of all the important
characteristics
of a system for creating and exploring
interactive signal processing
documents.
First, Mathematica notebooks
are organized
hierarchically.
Within
a
notebook,
equations,
paragraphs,
mathematical
results
and graphics
are each cells that can be grouped
into
larger cells. Cells can be hidden (or closed) in such a way
that only the first line of a cell is visible. From this information the reader can decide whether the rest of the cell
needs further attention.
The help system in Mathematics
is an example of hypermedia. A user can select a function in a notebook
and
ask for more information.
A new window
appears containing the desired information.
The system would be
even more useful if the user could ask about a function
and be shown the appropriate
part of the paper where
the function is first defined.
An interactive
notebook
extends the hypermedia
concept because a function
is not just a collection
of symbols, but, more importantly,
has a mathematical
meaning.
Using a function
in a notebook
not only implies a link
back to the original definition,
but the usage implies a
specific mathematical
operation.
Hopefully,
these “smart
links” will be more prevalent in the future.
Most symbolic math packages are interactive.
A Mathematica notebook
is unique, though,
because the writer
can guide the reader by suggesting
areas to explore.
A
Mathematics
notebook
should encourage
the reader to
try new ideas. Mathematics
can show the results as equations, a figure or even an animation.
It is unfortunate
that a Mathematics
notebook does not
support
direct manipulation.‘Currently,
Mathematics
notebooks
have to be carefully written so that the reader
does not have to understand
much of Mathematics
to
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know what parts of a Mathematics
expression
to change.
A graphical control, such as a slider, would make it possible for users, both novice and experienced,
to directly
control Mathematics
in a very intuitive fashion.
Readers of this article can get a sense of the readability
of a notebook
from the examples
in Figures 3 and 4. A
problem with Mathematics
is that the language
is new
and probably
unfamiliar
to many readers.
Notebooks
should be written, much like mathematical
papers [Kn89,
p. 3, #131, so that the general flow can be understood
by
skipping
the equations.
A brief description
of unusual
syntax might be given the first time it is used. In this
sense a notebook
is no different from a normal paper.
All of these features of a notebook would not be interesting if notebooks
could not be distributed.
The essential information
in a notebook
is conventional
ASCII text,
which is easily moved through the email and computer
networks. While only a small number of systems support
the complete notebook
concept all Mathematics
systems
can understand
the data and the mathematics
contained
in a notebook.
Thus a reader with a version of Mathematica without
the full notebook
capability
can study the
printed version and still try the examples.
Finally, Mathematics
is a commercial
product that not
everyone will be able to afford. Wolfram
Research has
put into the public domain
a Mathematics
notebook
reader. This notebook reader does not have any of Mathematica’s mathematical
ability but it does allow people to
view a notebook
and play the animations
on any Macintosh computer.
My own cochlear
notebook
has been
published on paper and with a floppy disk containing
the
Mathematics
notebook
and this notebook
reader to
allow the material to have the widest possible distribution.

PROBLEMS WITH INTERACTIVE
PROCESSING DOCUMENTS

SIGNAL

The benefits
of interactive
signal processing
documents described here do not come for free. Certainly the
design and writing of such a document takes more thought
and care than the types of papers we are used to writing.
And, when the interactive
document
is done there are no
easy ways to disseminate
the bits. Both of these problems
should diminish
as people become more familiar with
this new medium for research and publishing.
Designing
an interactive
document
is not easy. But,
I believe the effort is worthwhile
since writing an interactive mathematical
document
becomes as much a learning experience
as reading it. Trying to teach new material
is often the best way to learn it. By preparing
an interactive document,
one is forced to study the material as a
reader, and by having a tool such as Mathematics
it is
possible to explore more of the subject area. In addition,
when a common system is used to research and present a
new result, the effort in creating an interactive
document
is minimized.
On the other hand, it is hard to believe that any one
system will solve everybody’s
problems.
Instead, it will

probably be best if a user can mix a tool for filter design
from one vendor with a special purpose accelerator
from
another to make the most efficient
research and learning environment.
Publishing
notebooks
and other forms of electronic
documents
are not easy. Magazines and journals usually
used to disseminate
research results have evolved efficient mechanisms
and-designs
to effectively
communicate the printed word. But, a single floppy, or other form
of electronic
media, can cost more than the magazine it
accompanies.
One of the more successful
schemes for electronic
publishing
is based on the international
computer
networks. Jack J. Dongarra
at Argonne
Labs maintains
an
electronic
mail system for distributing
many large numerical software packages [Do871. Users can send electronic requests to a special address and receive more
information
or the software
by return mail. Another
scheme is to broadcast the software on one of the computer bulletin
boards. This is commonly
done, for example, on the Usenet bulletin board comp.sources
[Qu861.
Unfortunately,
not everyone
has access to the computer networks. A recent issue of the Communications
of
the ACM [Ca881 included
an advertisement
for floppy
disks containing hypermedia
examples. My own report on
the implementation
of a cochlear model fSl881 was published as a technical
report so it could be accompanied
by a floppy disk containing
the Mathematics
notebook.
An additional
problem
is that an electronic
document
is not as convenient
as a magazine or a book. Curling up
with a computer
will probably
never have the same appeal as curling up with a good book, but the next generations of portable
computers
should make this easier.
My own notebook was designed so that it can be read as
a normal paper but without
all the benefits of an electronic document.
Finally, there is the issue of notation.
Within any one
technical area, for example, signal processing or high energy physics, the notation is well established,
but it often
differs widely between areas. Even a concept as simple as
an integral is written in many different ways with marks
to indicate different flavors of integration.
Mathematics
solves this problem
by defining
a new
language based on the ASCII alphabet.
Wolfram has exchanged the rich notation that scientists and mathematicians have evolved through
the ages for a very precise
functional
notation.
For example,
to find the Laplace
Transform of a function of t in terms of the complex variable s one writes
Laplacel f[tl, t, s]
Other programs, such as Mile, by a company called Paracamp, use a more conventional
mathematical
notation,
but their knowledge
of mathematics
is limited.
Perhaps
the best solution is to allow the user to define graphical
templates,
which are used when the system wants to
translate its internal representation
into something
to be
displayed to the reader. This still leaves the mathematical
input problem to be solved.
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INTEGRATED

<oiouwant to spend you time interpreting
results
xogramming
research tools. Integrated
Signal Analysis
s the onlv software system that gives you a ready-to-use
inear and higher-order
spectral analysis tools.
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ISA uses a layered

modular
structure
so you cm custom&
it
to fit special needs.
The application
modules
are coded
h
in standard
FORTRBN-77
for
portability.
Plotting
features are already coordinated
with the signal processing
modules.
Publication-quality
graphic output is
on NCdR
(National
Center for Atmospheric
Research)
GKS-compatible
graphics system.
ISA runs on VMS and 4.3BSD on DEC VAX
For more information,
CID
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family

computers.

please call or write

INTEGRAL
SIGNAL PROCESSING,
INC.
1-800-366-9081
7719Wood Hollow Dr., #219, Austin, TX 18731,(512) 346-1451

RANDOM SIGNAL ANALYSIS
with Random Processes and Kalman Filtering

Offers a complete survey of random signal analysis, including probability and random variable fundamentals,
random processes, signal analysis, and optimal filter
theory.
The ILP packageincludes a study guide, a floppy disk containing text, examples, and quizzes, a final exam, and a
textbook, Probability, Random Variables, and Random
Signal Principles, Second Edition, by P. Z. Peebles, Jr.,
McGraw-Hill, 1987.
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filters.
And
all the analysis
tools you need to test them.
The power package
for DSF

and
simulation
MONARCH.

DESIGN
Fixed / Floating
Point Support
State-Variable
Modeling
Pole-Zero
Description

ANALYSIS

Interactive
Signal Laboratory
lOO+ DSP /Moth
Functions
Signal & Matrix
Operations
User-Defined
Macros
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Xandom Signal Analysis is IEEE member priced at $249
:$498non-member). For a full description of the program
md complete ordering information, call IEEE today at l!Ol-562-5498....Telex:833233....Fax:l-201-981-1686.
3r write to:
IEEE Educational

Activities

445 Hoes Lane
PO Box 1331
Piscataway,NJ 08855-1331
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for PC Compatible
Academic
discounts
30 day money-back

Systems
available
guarantee

ustomize
with advanced
DSP packages:
pp Code Gen and Board Support,
1 Additional
Architectures,
a\Q’”
Spectral
Estimation,
(00
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Spectral
Analysis,
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